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Abstract text for Online or Printed Programs: 
STT-MRAM is a candidate for future universal memory, however, improvement regarding the essential 
parameters is still needed. We investigate the switching statistics dependence on cell geometry by means of 
systematic micromagnetic simulations. We find that MTJs with a free layer composed of two ellipses with the axes 
a/2 and b inscribed into a rectangle a x b are characterized by the same switching speed and thermal stability as 
MTJs with a composite free layer (C-MTJs). Thus, while preserving all the advantages of the C-MTJs, the newly 
proposed structure can be easier fabricated, offering great potential for STT-MRAM performance optimization. 

Abstract text for Technical Review Purpose: 
Magnetoresistive random access memory with spin transfer torque (STT-MRAM) is a promising candidate for 
future universal memory. However, improvement regarding the essential parameters is still needed. Finding 
alternative architectures for magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) structures is of considerable importance for the 
success of STT-MRAM. A MTJ with a composite free layer (C-MTJ) was proposed in our early work. The free 
magnetic layer of such a structure consists of two equivalent parts of half-elliptic form separated by a narrow non-
magnetic spacer. The C-MTJs demonstrate a substantial decrease of the switching time and switching current as 
compared to the standard MTJ with the monolithic free layer. In this work, we perform the structural optimization of 
C-MTJs by means of extensive micromagnetic simulations and propose a new structure of the composite free 
layer, C2-MTJ. In a C2-MTJ the free layer consists of the two ellipses with the major axes a/2 and b (a>2b) 
inscribed into a rectangle a x b. This structure is easier to fabricate as compared to the previous generation of C-
MTJs. We investigated the switching statistics depending on the geometry. We find that the new C2-MTJ switches 
as fast as the previous one, which is 2 times faster than the structure with a monolithic free layer, without loss of 
thermal stability. The narrow switching time distribution characteristic of C-MTJs is also preserved in C2-MTJs. 
Therefore, the newly proposed C2-MTJ offers greater potential for performance optimization of STT-MRAM 
devices.
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